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Lightweight - won't create bulk when you join sections. Absorbent - less ink transfer where you don't

want it. Non-coated - fabric won't slip on it. Use in most inkjet or laser printers or copy machines. No

shrinking, curling, or turning brittle. Holds up beautifully during stitching, tears away easily when

you're done. This package contains (100) 8-1/2" x 11" sheets.

Age Range: 10 and up

Misc.: 100 pages

Publisher: C&T Publishing; Nov edition (August 1, 2004)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1571208143

ISBN-13: 978-1571208149

Product Dimensions:  8.6 x 0.5 x 11.1 inches

Shipping Weight: 10.4 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.6 out of 5 stars       218 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #18,961 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #11 inÃ‚Â Books > Crafts, Hobbies

& Home > Crafts & Hobbies > Papercrafts, Stamping & Stenciling > Papercrafts   #351 inÃ‚Â Arts,

Crafts & Sewing > Sewing > Sewing Notions & Supplies   #5083 inÃ‚Â Books > Children's Books

Lightweight - won't create bulk when you join sections. Absorbent - less ink transfer where you don't

want it. Non-coated - fabric won't slip on it. Use in most inkjet or laser printers or copy machines. No

shrinking, curling, or turning brittle. Holds up beautifully during stitching, tears away easily when

you're done. This package contains (100) 8-1/2" x 11" sheets.

I did not expect to like this product. I couldn't see any reason not to just use copy paper until I used

it for the first time. This paper is much thinner than copy paper. It holds together very well while you

are using it, but a simple tug will make it fall apart at the seam lines when you are ready to remove

it. It is transparent enough that you can see the stitching lines when you hold the paper up to the

light as you are placing the fabric. It folds sharply so you can cut away the excess fabric. Basically it

does its job. Recommended

This is my second order for this foundation paper. I love it. It goes through my inkjet printer easily.



Then it tears off of my paper-pieced blocks easily, when I am ready for it to. What else can I say? I

tried plain printer paper before, this is so much better! I also took Ms. Doak's Craftsy class for paper

piecing. With her techniques and her paper, my work turns out perfectly!

Apparently this is suppose to run through a printer, the paper jammed while trying to print. My

husband suggested taping a piece of the paper to a regular piece of copy paper. That worked, but it

is just one more step to getting a copy of the pattern. The product info states that the paper works

well for paper piecing, it is difficult to see thru. I was searching for a short cut to tracing all the

paper-piecing patterns, but tracing on to traditional tracing paper is worth the time for good results.

Would I buy this product again? No.

carol doak's foundation paper was not what I expected it to be. when I got it was wrinkled in the

package. once I got it sorted though to the useable stuff. when I went to print with it the paper just

tore. really wished it would have worked. I had a big project in mind.

Love this stuff. It does curl when you print so you have to watch it. It does flattens out and I was

even able to run it through the printer a second time to make full use of the paper. Only 32 more

blocks to go - at 18 pieces each ;(

I've used this foundation paper for years doing paper piecing. It's sturdy enough for my ink jet

printer, yet tears away easily after piecing. Remember to set your stitch length shorter than normal. I

use 1.5 and never have a problem removing the paper.

I have not used this paper yet, but appears to be of good quality.I have opened bu have not used

this foundation paper but appears to be of good quality. Packaging was good, sealed without any

bent corners.

I like this product because it is easy to use.I took her online class then I started to use this .Before I

knew this product I used another different kind of paper.It was ok but now I know this product is

better.Especially when I need to remove paper after sewing, it is easy to do that.
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